
 Good day. 

Two months went by so fast, and Term 1 was finished. I feel a little bit cold these 

days. Autumn will come soon. 

I had Cluster Day when we could choose one activity, for instance, indoor cricket, 

lawn bowls, netball, school program, and study day. There were different options according 

to Years. I selected playing volleyball, and my team of six played four matches with students 

from other schools outside. We had never won but could improve our skills through matches.  

I had exams and assessments of all the classes I take this month. I’m introducing 

them and typical regular classes. In English class, we read a novel of Casino Royale and 

watched a video of the No Time to Die. We compared these stories focused on expressions 

from quotes or scenes, and then wrote an essay was 800 words. It was too hard for me to write 

such a long essay. In math class, we learned about functions with calculators, so the exam 

wasn’t difficult but I felt unsatisfied with some description problems. We prepared for the 

assessment recently. We had to describe how to solve the question using some data and how 

to strengthen the solution. I take science class as well. The contents of the class change every 

term. We learned physics in this term and we will learn chemistry next term. The exam was 

similar to Japanese tests contained both section problems and description problems. We have 

learned the human rights of First Nations Australians in history class. We had one worksheet 

almost every class and filled it then sent it back by email. I had a hard time to complete them 

but knew new information about the history while I looked up unfamiliar matters. We 

summarized historical events to use got quotations and images. In hospitality and health 

science class, we played golf at school and a golf course, and made PowerPoint about how 

biomechanics is connected with the golf swing. It was the first time to play golf. It was fun to 

attempt a new thing. Finally, I learned about 4-day work week and wrote an essay about it in 

business class.  

 We have some national holidays such as Good Friday and Easter during this school 

holidays. I’d like to enjoy the first holidays and do things I can only do now. 

 Thank you. 
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